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Listing TrustWallet
Coinmarketcap listing
Listing Exchange HotBit,PancakeSwap,1Inch
Start COMP Yield Farming
Coingecko listing
Heavy marketing campaign
Distribution airdrop
First exchange listing (CEX)
Launch Pad (Decentralize Finance )
Payment Gateway Beta

At WComp, our goal is to create financial infrastructure
that applications and developers can rely on, forever.
To get there, we intend to fully decentralize the WComp
protocol — removing the largest single point of failure
(our team), and creating an indestructible, open
protocol that can evolve in entirely new ways.

Decentralization Process
•
•

•

•

The transition to community governance will be managed with a
relentless focus on security & stability, and will follow the principle
of increasing decentralization.
During an initial sandbox period, a portion of the governance tokens will
be distributed amongst our company’s shareholders, who can delegate
voting weight to themselves or the public as they see fit; the majority of
WCOMP will be escrowed, and will not participate in governance.
Developers building on top of WComp are encouraged to actively
participate in governance, which will be tested in the open. As a failsafe,
our team will have the ability to suspend the governance system (though
not the protocol’s 2-day timelock) during the sandbox.
When the governance system is operating in a reliable, distributed
manner, we’ll suggest that the failsafe be removed — and that the
remaining tokens be distributed to Compound protocol users. We’ll be
releasing more details of this plan in the coming months — stay tuned!

WCOMP
• The legacy financial system is slow,
inefficient, and constrained by
intermediaries.
• We’re on a mission to change that.
• Compound Labs is an open-source
software development company building
tools, products, and services for the
decentralized finance (DeFi) ecosystem.
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